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Abstract—Recent research has developed a theoretical basis for
providing software architects with better support for planning
and carrying out major evolutions of software systems. However,
these theoretical models have yet to be implemented in a complete,
integrated tool. In this paper, we consider some of the challenges
involved in developing such a tool as a plug-in to an existing ar-
chitecture modeling framework. We present an experience report
based on the development of a prototype architecture evolution
tool as a plug-in to MagicDraw, a commercial UML tool. We
find that there are many practical obstacles to developing tools
for architecture evolution modeling as plug-ins, and we discuss
some of the key factors that plug-in developers should weigh when
considering frameworks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software architecture is today widely accepted as an essential
means of designing software systems effectively. However, one
topic that current software architecture practices do not address
well is software architecture evolution. Software architecture
evolution is a phenomenon that occurs in virtually all software
systems of significant size and longevity. As a software system
ages, it often needs to be structurally redesigned to accommodate
new requirements, new technologies, or changing market condi-
tions. In addition, many systems over the years tend to accrue a
patchwork of architectural workarounds, makeshift adapters,
and other forms of architectural detritus that compromise
the architectural integrity and maintainability of the system,
requiring some sort of architectural overhaul to address. At
present, however, software architects have few tools to help
them plan and carry out these kinds of architecture evolution.

In recent years, we and other researchers have been devel-
oping approaches and models to support software architects in
reasoning about such evolutions [1], [2], [3], [4]. Tools based on
these approaches could help architects to make better decisions
when planning software evolutions. To date, however, research
in this area has focused on the theoretical aspects of architecture
evolution modeling, rather than the practical challenges involved
in developing usable and useful evolution modeling tools. While
some rudimentary prototypes and demonstrations have been
presented [5], [6], [7], [8], they serve chiefly as illustrations
of the theoretical concepts they embody; there has been no
significant effort to make these tools practical for industry use,
nor to examine the challenges in doing so.

Last year, we undertook a project to develop a prototype
architecture evolution tool as a plug-in to an existing, com-
mercial UML modeling tool. A plug-in-based approach is a
natural and sensible one for developing an architecture evolution
tool because it allows us to leverage the facilities that the tool
provides for architecture modeling (see Section II-D). In the
course of developing this prototype, however, we encountered a

number of unforeseen challenges. In this paper, we describe the
difficulties we encountered and consider the general lessons that
may be drawn from this experience.

Section II provides necessary background on our research
and on the context for the project. Section III describes how we
developed the prototype plug-in. Section IV discusses what we
learned from this experience. Section V describes related work,
and Section VI concludes.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Software Architecture
Software architecture is the subdiscipline of software en-

gineering that pertains to the overall structure of a software
system. Software architects represent software systems in terms
of the high-level elements from which they are made. At a
basic level, a software architecture can be thought of as an
arrangement of components (the computational elements and
data stores of a system) and connectors (interaction pathways
among components) [9]. Although software architecture is a
relatively young field, it has grown rapidly in importance and
influence. Today, software architecture is practiced in some form
at nearly all real-world software organizations of significant size.

B. Software Architecture Evolution
The problem of understanding software architecture evolution,

however, has just begun to be explored. In previous work, we
have developed an approach for understanding and modeling
software architecture evolution, supported by automatable for-
mal methods [1]. Here we give a brief overview.

Our approach is based on considering possible evolution paths
from the initial architecture of the system (as it exists at the
outset of the evolution) to the target architecture (the desired
architecture that the system should have when the evolution
is complete). Each such evolution path can be represented
as a sequence of intermediate architectures leading from the
initial state to the target state. We can represent and relate
these evolution paths within an evolution graph whose nodes
represent intermediate architectures and whose edges represent
the possible transitions among them (Fig. 1).

The architect’s goal, in this model, is to find the optimal path—
the one that best meets the goals of the evolution, while adhering
to any relevant technical and business constraints, and subject
to concerns such as cost and duration. To facilitate the architect
in making informed trade-offs among the candidate paths, we
provide two kinds of analysis: evolution path constraints, which
define which paths are legal with respect to the rules of the
evolution domain, and path evaluation functions, which provide
quantitative assessments of path qualities such as duration and
cost. Each transition in an evolution graph may be understood
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Fig. 1. A depiction of an evolution graph. Each node is a complete architectural
representation of the system. Edges represent possible evolutionary transitions.
The architect’s task is to select the optimal path through the graph.

as a sequence of evolution operators—reusable architectural
transformations such as “add adapter” or “migrate database.”

These concepts are fairly simple, but there is a substantial
formal framework supporting them. To formalize path con-
straints, for example, we have developed a language based on
linear temporal logic. The use of formal methods has several
advantages, the most important of which are precision (by using
a formal approach, we minimize ambiguity, which helps to pin
down what project stakeholders mean when they talk about the
project) and automation (a formal approach allows us to develop
tools to make it easier to plan and analyze the evolution).

C. Our Previous Prototypes

In previous work, we developed two partial prototypes
illustrating features of our approach. The first, Ævol [6], was
based on the architecture description language Acme [10] and its
associated tool, AcmeStudio [11]. Using Ævol, evolution plans
could be represented as sequences of intermediate architectures.
These plans could be related by means of an evolution graph,
and simple analyses could be applied to evaluate the validity
and quality of an evolution path. However, the prototype had
significant limitations. It lacked a number of key features of
our approach, such as the ability to define an evolution path in
terms of operators. In addition, because it was intended only as a
demonstration of our approach, it lacked qualities that would be
necessary in a practical, adoptable tool. In particular, usability
was not a focus of this prototype; substantial effort was required
to define and analyze even a simple evolution path.

The second prototype was developed in support of a case study
at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory [7]. The aim of the case
study was to model a planned software evolution at JPL, using
modeling languages and tools already in use there. We hoped
to demonstrate that our approach could be adapted to industrial
languages and tools—that it was not tied to AcmeStudio. To
that end, we developed facilities to support modeling software
architecture evolutions in MagicDraw, a commercial UML tool
that is widely used at JPL. These facilities included represen-
tational conventions for modeling architecture evolutions in
UML (actually SysML, a widely used UML profile), model
transformation macros to implement evolution operators, and
SysML models of particular intermediate states of evolution.
Together, these mechanisms served as a prototypical illustration
of how our approach could be adapted to commercially prevalent
languages and tools such as UML and MagicDraw.

Both these early prototypes had serious limitations. They
both exhibit only a subset of the features of our approach. They

were both developed to demonstrate or evaluate particular points
and were intended as illustrative prototypes rather than tools
that could be readily adopted for use in real-world software
organizations. We therefore sought to develop a third prototype
that would allow us to better understand the challenges involved
in developing a practical architecture evolution tool based on
our approach; that is the work we describe here.

D. Vision: A Plug-In for Architecture Evolution Planning
Our case study at JPL demonstrated that it was possible to

adapt our approach to an off-the-shelf tool based on a commer-
cially popular modeling language. However, the JPL prototype
had been developed ad hoc for the purpose of supporting a case
study; it was an assemblage of scripts, macros, and modeling
conventions specialized to a particular domain—indeed, to a
particular system—rather than a general, reusable tool. The
evolution operators, in particular, were defined by means of hard-
coded, system-specific transformation macros. Thus, although
the prototype had demonstrated how specific concepts from
our research could be adapted to a practical context, it had
sidestepped the significant tooling issues involved in doing so.

To extend MagicDraw so that it could be used as a general tool
for evolution planning, we recognized that it would be necessary
to take a plug-in-based approach. A plug-in-based approach has
several advantages. First, developing an architecture evolution
tool as a plug-in to a tool such as MagicDraw allows us
to leverage the facilities that tool provides for architectural
modeling. This frees us to focus our development efforts
on implementing the novel aspects of our approach, rather
than reinvent the wheel by building our own framework for
architecture modeling. In addition, a plug-in-based approach
can facilitate user adoption, because users are already likely
familiar with the interface and idioms of the framework on
which the plug-in is based (particularly a widely used framework
such as MagicDraw). Finally, plug-ins are significantly more
powerful than other extension mechanisms, such as the macro-
based approach we used in the JPL case study, allowing us much
more freedom in implementing our approach.

Perhaps the best way to describe the main features we
envisioned in a plug-in for evolution planning is to consider
a sample work flow, illustrating how a software architect might
use such a plug-in to define and analyze an evolution space:
1) The architect begins by defining the nodes and transitions of

the evolution graph. This can be done using the architectural
modeling tools already present in MagicDraw. As in our
previous MagicDraw work [7], we can represent an evolution
graph as a package diagram, where the evolution nodes
are represented by packages and transitions are modeled
as dependencies. To define the evolution graph, the architect
simply creates a package for each intermediate state and
draws the transitions as dependencies among the packages.
Once the graph is represented in this way, the plug-in can
use the MagicDraw API to inspect the evolution graph, then
determine the set of candidate evolution paths.

2) At this point, the evolution graph has been laid out, but
all the evolution nodes are undefined, in the sense that all
the packages representing intermediate states are empty—
they do not yet contain representations of intermediate
architectures. The architect must now “fill in” the evolution
graph by specifying these intermediate nodes. The first node
that the architect fills in is the initial node, which represents
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the system architecture at the outset of the evolution. (A plug-
in can identify the initial node algorithmically. The initial
node is simply the graph’s source node—the node with in-
degree 0, which should be unique in a well-formed evolution
graph.) To do so, the architect uses MagicDraw’s existing
facilities to create an architectural model contained within
the package representing the initial node.

3) Now that the first node has been “filled in”—the initial ar-
chitecture has been specified—the architect can begin using
the plug-in to define the other intermediate states. To do so,
the architect selects one of the transitions leaving the initial
state, then clicks a “Specify Transition” button provided by
the plug-in. This launches transition specification mode, in
which the architect applies a sequence of operators capturing
the architectural transformations that make up the transition.
The architect selects these operators from a predefined palette
and specifies the parameters necessary to apply them to the
evolving model. As the architect does so, the effects of the
operators are displayed. Once the definition of the operators
making up the transition is finished, the architect exits
transition specification mode. The newly defined architecture
is now associated with the relevant state in the evolution
graph; thus, there are now two nodes “filled in.”

4) The architect continues specifying transitions as in step 3
until all transitions in the graph have been specified. At this
point, all nodes have been “filled in.”

5) With the evolution graph fully defined, the architect now
clicks a “Validate Evolution Paths” button, which causes
the plug-in to validate all the evolution paths in the graph
with respect to a predefined set of constraints. If a path fails
to satisfy any of the constraints, the user is notified of the
violation and given the opportunity to correct it.

6) Finally, the architect can run a set of predefined evaluation
functions, which provide quantitative assessments of each
valid path. The architect is now equipped to make an
informed decision about the optimal evolution path.

With this operational vision in mind, we set out to create a
new prototype, the development of which would give us insight
into the previously unexplored engineering issues involved in
developing an evolution planning tool as a plug-in to an existing
architecture modeling tool (viz. MagicDraw).

III. DEVELOPING A PLUG-IN FOR ARCHITECTURE
EVOLUTION PLANNING

The development of this prototype plug-in is described in
the following sections. Section III-A describes the context and
setting for this project. Section III-B describes the MagicDraw
OpenAPI, on which the plug-in was based. Section III-C
describes our development process, and Section III-D describes
the outcome of the project.

A. Project Setup
This work was conceived as a follow-on to the JPL case

study and structured as a practicum project within Carnegie
Mellon University’s software engineering master’s program. The
development of the prototype was carried out by a team of two
master’s students, directed by the authors. At the beginning of
the project, we spent several weeks carrying out initial tasks
necessary to prepare for the main plug-in development phase,
including familiarizing the master’s students with our research

and with MagicDraw, communicating project requirements, and
setting up the development environment.

B. The MagicDraw API
There are several ways in which the functionality of Magic-

Draw can be extended. The most basic and limited is by
defining UML profiles. This allows users to enrich the available
modeling vocabulary by extending UML itself; however, UML
profiles cannot be used to modify the user interface or behavior
of MagicDraw. A much richer extension mechanism is the
MagicDraw Macro Engine, which we used in our JPL case study
to generate an evolution graph [7]. Finally, the most powerful
means of extension that MagicDraw provides are plug-ins, the
approach we used in this project.

Both macros and plug-ins interact with MagicDraw via the
MagicDraw OpenAPI [12], a Java API that provides numerous
means of extending or enhancing MagicDraw’s functionality.
With the OpenAPI, it is straightforward to add user interface
features (such as buttons and menu items), manipulate model
and presentation elements, listen for events, and so on.

C. The Development Process
Development of the prototype proceeded in stages, each

designed to result in a particular unit of functionality. These
units—“feature prototypes,” we called them—would be pieced
together at the end of the project, in a final integration phase.
This staged development approach allowed us to familiarize
ourselves with the relevant portions of the OpenAPI rapidly. In
addition, developing the plug-in by way of a series of partial
prototypes made sense because the plug-in’s responsibilities
were clearly delineated; thus, the components of the plug-in’s
planned architecture were well defined and interacted with each
other in well-understood ways. The development stages were:

Feature 1: Manipulation of the evolution model. Our first
feature prototype was intended to familiarize us with the fun-
damentals of MagicDraw plug-in development and to acquaint
us with MagicDraw’s model manipulation API. We therefore
created a simple plug-in that made a predefined sequence of API
calls to manipulate a predefined evolution model in MagicDraw.
This prototype was similar in function to the transformation
macro that was used to define evolution operators in our previous
MagicDraw work [7]. Here, however, this was accomplished by
means of a plug-in rather than a macro.
Feature 2: Identification of evolution paths. The second
feature prototype was intended to demonstrate basic reasoning
about an evolution model. Given a MagicDraw model of an
evolution graph, this feature prototype would analyze the model
and identify all the evolution paths in the graph.
Feature 3: Interface for applying evolution operators. Next,
we wanted to familiarize ourselves with MagicDraw’s user
interface extension capabilities. The third feature prototype was
thus an interface for applying an evolution operator (Fig. 2). To
apply an operator, the user firsts select an operator from a palette,
then specifies any required parameters. Each operator can define
an arbitrary set of typed parameters. For example, a “delete
element” operator might take one parameter: the element to be
deleted. A “create component” operator might have multiple
parameters: the name of the component, its type, and so on.
Feature 4: Operator parser. We wanted operators to be
specifiable via a configuration file that would be parsed and
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Fig. 2. Screenshots of feature prototype 3, the operator palette interface. At
left, the user selects an operator from the palette. In this demo, two operators
are defined. The user selects “Delete element.” At right, the user is prompted to
specify the parameter required by the operator: the element to be deleted.

interpreted at the time the plug-in is loaded, so that plug-in users
could add, remove, or modify operators easily. In this stage, we
developed a parser for a highly simplified version of the operator
specification language we developed in previous work [1].
Feature 5: Metadata handling. This feature prototype focused
on storage of metadata pertaining to the model—that is, infor-
mation that is auxiliary to the evolution model but necessary to
support analysis, such as the sequence of evolution operators that
makes up each transition in the model. We considered several
mechanisms for storing metadata. The most principled approach
would have been to develop a UML profile for the purpose
of representing architecture evolution graphs. However, while
elegant, this solution would have taken too long to implement
given the limited time available. For this feature, we adopted
the cruder but more expedient approach of storing metadata in
existing fields intended for other purposes.
Feature 6: Positioning of presentation elements. A signifi-
cant challenge of developing an evolution planning tool as a
plug-in to a tool like MagicDraw is dealing with the positioning
of presentational elements in intermediate states. For example,
when a user applies an operator that introduces a new component,
how should we position that component in any diagrams that
are associated with the new state? We considered a number
of possible approaches, including making use of the layout
algorithms built into MagicDraw, requiring the user to specify
the placement of new presentation elements, or even developing
layout algorithms of our own. Ultimately, we again adopted
the most expeditious approach; to determine the layout of an
evolution state, we cloned the layout of the state from which
it was derived, then allowed MagicDraw to position any new
elements in the default location.
Feature 7: Evolution path constraints. Evolution path con-
straints, like operators, are defined in a configuration file that is
read by our plug-in when it is loaded. The constraints are written
in a simplified subset of the constraint specification language
we developed in previous work [1]. The final feature prototype
comprised a parser and interpreter for this language.
Integration. The feature prototypes were designed to allow
us to develop, in isolation, the main features required for an
evolution planning plug-in based on our approach. The final
phase of development was an integration phase aimed at tying
these features together into a unified tool.

D. Project Outcomes
For the most part, the project proceeded as expected. All the

planned feature prototypes were completed. However, there were
a number of unexpected challenges.

First, the MagicDraw API turned out to be less flexible than
we had hoped, making it difficult or impossible to implement
several of the features that we had envisioned. For example, the
API does not provide much flexibility for plug-in developers
to overhaul or replace the default user interface, which made
implementing the kind of work flow described in Section II-D
impractical. We will discuss this further in Section IV.

In addition to limitations in API functionality, we also
experienced problems pertaining to API discoverability. Much
of this was due simply to the significant size of the MagicDraw
OpenAPI. With such a large API, it is difficult for a small team
of part-time developers to learn it quickly. Thus, it was often
difficult to find the features we needed, or even to know which
features the API supported. Even when we found the relevant
part of the API, the documentation was sometimes inadequate,
so trial and error were required to understand a class’s function.

These delays (along with technical difficulties in the project
set-up phase) slowed our progress significantly. Although we
completed all planned feature prototypes, many of them were
not as fully fleshed out as we had anticipated, as mentioned
above. This also left insufficient time for the integration phase
to be satisfactorily completed. Thus, at the time the practicum
project ended, the plug-in was more like an agglomeration of
features than a unified tool with a consistent design.

IV. LESSONS LEARNED

Our experience provided a number of insights about devel-
oping a tool for software architecture evolution modeling as a
plug-in to an existing architecture modeling framework. When
developing a plug-in for architecture evolution modeling, it
is crucial to ask the following questions of the architecture
modeling tool on which the plug-in is to be based:

What architecture modeling languages does the tool sup-
port? Our framework for architecture evolution is not tied to
a particular modeling language; in our previous work, we have
used Acme [6], UML [1], and SysML [7]. Nonetheless, there are
important differences between a formal architecture description
language like Acme and a commercially popular modeling
language like UML (which is often used quite informally).
Among the most significant is that Acme is tailored for capturing
component-and-connector views of software architectures, while
UML is used for a variety of purposes and has many different
diagram types, from state charts to timing diagrams. Another
important difference is size: the UML specification is hundreds
of pages long, while Acme has only a handful of concepts.
Because UML is such a large, complex language, any adap-
tation of UML to a narrow purpose like architecture evolution
modeling must involve the establishment of specific conventions
for using a subset of the language to capture relevant concerns.
(An alternative approach would be to develop a UML profile
for architecture evolution.) Because the choice of modeling
language has a significant effect on the process of modeling an
evolution, plug-in developers should weigh these points carefully
when evaluating an architecture modeling framework.

How extensive is the framework API? MagicDraw’s Open-
API is quite large (especially relative to a research tool such as
AcmeStudio). Such an extensive API is a double-edged sword;
while it affords significant flexibility to plug-in developers, it
also has a significant learning curve. Thus, while the MagicDraw
OpenAPI boasts a large array of features, figuring out how to
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achieve a particular goal—or whether it is achievable at all—
can be difficult. Based on our experience, both large, complex
frameworks (like MagicDraw) and small, simple frameworks
(like AcmeStudio) can serve as suitable platforms for the
development of an architecture evolution plug-in. However, the
size and complexity of a framework have a tremendous impact
on plug-in development. Large, complex frameworks provide
more features to address plug-in developers’ needs, but small,
simple frameworks are much easier to learn and search.

How comprehensive and useful is the framework documen-
tation? Documentation is an important attribute of any API.
However, this is especially true for the API of a framework for
software architecture modeling. Due to a number of factors—the
highly abstract nature of the domain, terminological differences
among different schools of software-architectural thought, and
the complex and many-layered interactions between framework
components that tend to be necessary to support the features
required by modern software architecture tools—an API for a
software architecture modeling framework cannot realistically
be “self-documenting” in any meaningful sense, the way an API
for date manipulation or ray tracing might be.

Documentation of the MagicDraw API is uneven. While a
great volume of MagicDraw API documentation exists, there
remain substantial swaths of the API that have little or no
documentation, and even the best-documented parts of the API
are inferior in documentation quality to, say, the standard Java
libraries. This means that developing a MagicDraw plug-in
necessarily involves a great deal of trial and error.

What technical support is available? Fortunately, although
MagicDraw’s API documentation is somewhat fragmentary, its
technical support is reliable and responsive. MagicDraw develop-
ers respond quickly to questions on MagicDraw’s public forums
as well as more formal channels such as bug reports and support
tickets. Good support can compensate, to a limited extent, for
problems with a framework’s usability or documentation.

What are the intended uses of the framework? What kinds
of variation does it support? Plug-ins are, by nature, subject
to the limitations of the frameworks they are based on. A
framework, as the name implies, establishes the boundaries
within which plug-ins may operate and rules to which they must
adhere, and a plug-in can subvert these boundaries and rules only
with great difficulty. Therefore, when considering developing a
plug-in to some framework, it is important to consider whether
the intended features of the plug-in align with the intended use
of the framework—whether the framework’s variation points
are appropriate to the needs of the plug-in. In this project, we
found that some of the features we wished to implement (e.g.,
traversing and analyzing the evolution paths in a model) aligned
well with the capabilities of the MagicDraw OpenAPI, while
some others (e.g., ensuring the consistency of the evolution
model) did not.

For a software architecture evolution plug-in, one especially
important kind of variation is variation in the user interface,
which we discuss next.

To what extent can a plug-in exert control over the tool’s
basic user interface? We had hoped it would be possible to
present the user with custom interfaces for defining evolution
paths, such as a “transition specification mode” with which
users could select operators from a palette and visualize their

effects on the architecture. This turned out to be infeasible. The
MagicDraw OpenAPI is ideally suited to adding simple interface
elements such as new toolbars and menus; it does not provide
an easy way to define new user work flows with custom views
of the system, or to overhaul the basic user interface.

For an architecture evolution plug-in to be usable, it is
essential that significant modifications to the basic user interface
of the modeling tool be possible. For example, to prevent the
evolution model from becoming inconsistent, the plug-in must be
able to prevent users from making arbitrary changes to the model.
This appears to be impractical with the MagicDraw OpenAPI.
Does the framework provide good support for manipulating
the presentational elements of an architectural model? A
significant practical challenge of developing an architecture
evolution tool based on our approach—or any approach in-
volving representation of intermediate states—is positioning
presentational elements. Because intermediate states are gen-
erated from earlier states by means of operators, it is the plug-
in’s responsibility to ensure those newly generated states are
rendered appropriately (e.g., by deciding where to position newly
added components). A mature software architecture evolution
tool might have to make use of fairly intelligent positioning
algorithms to produce a satisfactory user experience. Ideally, we
might hope that the architecture modeling platform on which our
plug-in is based would provide advanced diagram layout features.
MagicDraw provides only slight help in this area; although it
has some automatic layout tools, they are quite limited.
Is the framework open-source? MagicDraw’s “OpenAPI” is
so called to distinguish it from the rest of the MagicDraw code,
which is very much closed. MagicDraw’s core libraries are
not only unsupported and undocumented, but obfuscated so
that they are unusable (and resistant to reverse engineering).
When developing a plug-in for closed, proprietary software
such as MagicDraw, one is constrained to operate within a
“walled garden”—it is possible to modify the system only in
ways that were anticipated and supported by its developers. This
is a disadvantage relative to open-source systems.

Of course, many of these questions are not specific to software
architecture evolution. Questions about a framework’s size, doc-
umentation, licensing, and so on are relevant when developing
any plug-in. Our experience suggests the questions above may be
especially important when developing an architecture evolution
plug-in, as we have argued above. However, some of these
lessons are more general, as we discuss in Section VI.

V. RELATED WORK

There is a growing body of architecture evolution research.
(For a survey, see recent literature reviews [13], [14] or our
journal paper [1].) However, most of this work has been
theoretical; practical issues of tool development have been
largely ignored.

For example, Tamzalit et al. [2], [8] present a theoretical
framework, based on evolution styles, to support software
architecture evolution modeling. However, they do not appear to
have implemented their approach in a tool. The examples and
case studies they present are all either paper-based or one-off
adaptations of off-the-shelf tools.

Similarly, Wermelinger and Fiadeiro’s category-theoretic
approach for representing architectural transformations [3],
Grunske’s hypergraph-based approach for defining automatable
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architectural refactorings [4], and Brown et al.’s approach for
iterative release planning [5] are all presented in theoretical
terms; in each case, implementation was left for future work.

Outside the domain of software architecture evolution, there
is a great deal of work on framework design issues, from
framework and API design advice from practitioners [15],
[16] to academic investigations of the causes of API usability
problems [17], [18] to research on novel approaches and tools to
make framework use easier [19], [20] to experience reports [21],
[22]. This literature is too vast to summarize here. However,
many of the general points we touched on in Section IV
appear as recurring themes in this body of work, such as the
role of documentation in framework usage, the importance of
understanding a framework’s variation points, and the effects of
API size and complexity on usability.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this experience report, we have sought to shed light on the
practical issues involved in implementing software architecture
evolution tools as plug-ins to existing architecture modeling
frameworks. Over the course of this project, we learned a number
of lessons about factors that can simplify or complicate the
development of an architecture evolution plug-in: the size and
complexity of the framework, the documentation and support
available from the framework developer, the kinds of variation
that the framework allows, the framework’s licensing, and so on.

Of course, many of these concerns are more broadly applica-
ble. Here, we have focused on how these factors are especially
relevant to architecture evolution, but the basic lessons are more
general. For example, we noted earlier that the ability to control
the user interface (e.g., by locking out the user from making
model changes that cause inconsistencies) is a crucial platform
feature for an architecture evolution plug-in. This specific lesson
is particular to architecture evolution. However, the broader
lesson—before adopting a framework, be sure to understand its
intended uses and variation points—is quite general.

Similarly, the lesson that good framework API documentation
is very useful to plug-in developers is, in its basic form,
extremely broad; all frameworks can benefit from clear, compre-
hensive documentation. But the architecture modeling domain
has some special attributes that make clear documentation par-
ticularly crucial for a framework like the MagicDraw OpenAPI:
a very large feature set; inconsistent use of terminology within
the field; complex, many-layered relationships among concepts;
and the need to support proprietary features.

Our results are especially relevant to other tools that involve
definition, comparison, and analysis of multiple software archi-
tectures. For example, a plug-in to support software architecture
differencing [23] would have many of the same needs as a plug-
in for architecture evolution. Like an architecture evolution
plug-in, an architecture differencing plug-in would need to
represent relations among multiple architectural models, provide
a substantially customized user interface (e.g., a comparison
view allowing users to visualize differences between models),
and apply architectural transformations to a model (e.g., to
support merging). As a result, all the considerations in section IV
would likely apply to that domain as well.

Much work remains to be done on the topic of architecture
evolution tool development. For example, there are a number of
unanswered questions about architecture evolution tool usability
that could be addressed from a human-computer interaction

perspective. (E.g., what kind of user interface would best
facilitate architects in understanding an evolution graph? What
kind of specification languages would allow architects to define
evolution analyses most easily?) Within the last several years,
several theoretical frameworks for software architecture model-
ing have appeared; but we are only beginning to understand how
to make these approaches practical.
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